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Midnight in Monaco 



Élever Australia celebrates and
reimagines jewellery design from 
the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s. Timeless,
luxurious and fashion-forward.
 
Inspired by European styles and
opulent destinations, Élever breaks
from the traditional to elevate the
everyday.
 
Élever is for those who find beauty in
boldness. Striking statement pieces
and unapologetic glamour. Élever.



Nathan James Crane
 Creative Director

NJC

About the collection

Attempting to encapsulate the soul of a brand is
no easy task, but I feel our premiere collection,
Midnight in Monaco, does just that.

Deeply inspired by European glamour, warm
nights in the French Riviera and the undeniable
beauty of gemstones, this collection exudes the
DNA of what it means to be part of the World of
Élever. Elevating the everyday one design at a
time.

My simple, but vivid intention, was to create a
collection of pieces that are as unashamedly
captivating, as they are inspiring to wear. 

Connecting to a global network of craftspeople
and makers, these pieces are a showcase of the
awesome alchemy of creativity and natural
beauty.

Featuring unique pieces which have never been
seen in Australia, our Privé range showcases
some of the most exclusive high-end statement
jewellery available.  

I proudly run Élever Australia in Adelaide, on the
land of the Kaurna people.

Welcome to Midnight in Monaco. 



on the hand (left to right):

'Bianca' Cluster Ring
Polished Brass, Clear Quartz Cluster

$325.00

'Chloe' Ring
Polished Bronze & 925 Sterling Silver, Black Onyx, CZ

$280.00

on the wrist (top to bottom):
'Anastasia' Bangle
18K Gold plated, Black & White CZ
$180.00

'Bianca' Cluster Cuff
Polished Brass, Clear Quartz Cluster
$390.00

'Camille' Bangle
18K Gold plated, Black & White CZ
$180.00

'Anastasia' Ring 
18K Gold plated, Black & White CZ (with Simulated Pearl)

$130.00



'Florence' Earring
14K Matte Gold plated, Baroque Pearls

$330.00



'Victoria' Earring
14K Gold plated, Freshwater Pearls

$330.00



'Gloria' Earring
14K Gold plated

Raw Emerald & Baroque Freshwater Pearls
$330.00



'Gabrielle' Earring
14K Gold plated

London Blue Topaz & Blue Aqua Chalcedony
$200.00



'Chloe' Earring
14K Gold plated, Black Onyx
$180.00



ÉLEVERprivÉ
LIMITED RELEASE & CUSTOM JEWELLERY



Building on couture house tradition to imagine
bespoke, privately-offered collections, Élever
Privé features exclusive pieces that are not
produced at scale.
 
Carefully hand-selected, curated and/or
hand-crafted by Creative Director, Nathan
James Crane, these custom pieces are offered
on a one-time or strictly limited basis.

Available in connection with our Élever Privé
range is our signature Jewellery Concierge
Service, through which we source unique
pieces upon request, drawing on our global
network of designers and artisans.

For more information, request a call from our
concierge team via eleveraustralia.com.au.



'Josephine' Ring
Green Amethyst & Peridot, 18K Gold & Black Rhodium

$800.00

'Eve' Ring
Polished Brass,  Green Onyx
$330.00



'Bianca' Cluster Necklace
Polished Brass, Clear Quartz Cluster
$425.00

'Bianca' Cluster Ring
Polished Brass, Clear Quartz Cluster
$325.00

'Racquel' Necklace
Polished Brass,  Sodalite & Lapis Lazuli

$390.00



For all PR/Media enquiries:

David Knight - Super Studio
david@superstudio.world

For all business and sales enquiries:
hello@eleveraustralia.com.au

eleveraustralia.com.au
Follow: @elever_aus

Tag: #ElevateTheEveryday 
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